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CEO message
At RBF we’re looking forward to an exciting
2016 and encourage you to keep your ear to the
ground for news and updates across the year.
As mentioned in the October edition of Member
News, the Tasmanian Government announced
its support for the creation of a single Tasmanian
super fund responsible for the combined
accounts of Tasplan Super, Quadrant Super
and the RBF Tasmanian Accumulation Scheme
in July 2015. At the same time, the Government
announced it will conduct an open tender
process to secure a provider to administer the
RBF defined benefit schemes.

Now everything's all clean, don't add
additional papers to the pile

The RBF Member Report
for 2015 is available online.
Our new interactive, online RBF
Member Report is a terrific overview
of what we delivered in the 2014-15
financial year.
Simply visit www.rbf.com.au and
select the RBF Member Report link
at the bottom of the page.
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Welcome back! We hope you had
a terrific holiday season.

Investment update
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FundNews

AUSTRALIAN SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD

We are working constructively with the
Tasmanian Government and Tasplan and
making positive progress towards planning the
implementation during 2016 of these reforms.
The transfer of RBF Tasmanian Accumulation
Scheme members to Tasplan will follow a
robust process referred to as a successor
fund transfer. This process requires both the
RBF and Tasplan Boards to sign-off that the
transfer will provide equivalent rights and is in
members' best interests. I am confident that the
creation of a single Tasmanian super fund will
provide positive outcomes for RBF Tasmanian
Accumulation Scheme members.

Short bites
The tender process for the RBF defined benefit
schemes will also be an involved process and
the Tasmanian Government has confirmed
that there will be no change to the design or
entitlements of any of these schemes.
The reforms are dependent on the passing
of enabling legislation and we are currently
expecting that the legislation will be introduced
in the first quarter of 2016. For more information
and to keep up to date with what is happening
with the Public Sector Superannuation Reforms,
please visit www.rbf.com.au. In the meantime,
it’s business as usual at RBF whilst we continue
to provide you with our service and products.

Philip Mussared
Chief Executive Officer
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Super may be boring
Super is just one great big yawn, isn’t it? Aren’t there plenty of other things you’d rather be doing instead
of making decisions about your super? These guys know what they’d rather be spending their time on…

FundNews
CEO Message
Super may be boring
Short bites

Brad: Think about super?
I’d rather go to a bridal expo
with my fiancée. And carry the
showbags. I’ll even try on the veils.
Juliette: Well if you come to the
bridal expo with me, I’ll come to
the Formula One with you, Brad.
Anything to avoid dealing with
my super. Bor-ring!

Jonno: Super?
Give me dinner with
my in-laws any day.
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Loretta: What
would I rather
do? I would
rather have to
work until I’m in
my 80s because
I keep finding
excuses to avoid
thinking about
my super…

Rob: I’d rather go
to the dentist for
a root canal – with
no anaesthetic!

Wait a sec,
that’s not right!
Sure, super might be
boring, but having enough
money to retire when
you want isn’t.

Esther: Ha! I’d rather
be seated on a long
haul flight next to my
ex … and his new wife
... on the way to their
honeymoon.
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Declutter your life
We all start the New Year with good intentions
and top of the list for many is the process
of cleaning up the clutter in our lives. Some
of us start that new diet or exercise regime,
others swear off the alcohol after the ravages
of the silly season. But if you really want to get
elbow deep in sorting stuff out, decluttering
is a great way to create time to focus on the
more important things and remove the noise
in between.

FundNews

Once the clutter has been cleared away, you have a clearer view of your life and
your future. And taking action to support yourself financially by taking control of
your super will allow for a fuller retirement with more big, happy events and far
less clutter.

CEO Message
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Short bites

Get your contributions in order
The ASFA Retirement Standard1 benchmarks the annual budget needed by
Australians to finance their post-work years. It is estimated that a couple needs
at least $34,090pa in retirement to finance a ‘modest’ lifestyle and $58,915pa
to finance a ‘comfortable’ lifestyle.

FeatureStory

To put that into perspective, the difference between modest and comfortable
can mean the quality of food you enjoy, the ability to travel and upgrade your
car when required, and the opportunity to engage in your chosen leisure
activities and hobbies. Will you have enough super to give you the lifestyle
you’d like? Or even to live a modest lifestyle with no stress or debt?

FinancialPlanning

Take some action
You can use the Retirement Income Simulator
to work out what shape your super might be in at
retirement. Log in to the member secure website
using your membership number and PIN and
select the Retirement Income Simulator link.

Declutter your life

Mortgage vs super
Get your Will in order
Now everything's
all clean, don't add
additional papers
to the pile
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For more information about the ASFA Retirement Standard, visit
www.superannuation.asn.au/resources/retirement-standard.
Budget is for those aged around 65 for the September quarter 2015.
The figures in each case assume that the retiree(s) own their own home and
relate to expenditure by the household. This can be greater than household
income after income tax where there is a drawdown on capital over the
period of retirement. Single calculations are based on female figures.

continued over

RBF properties
update

Make additional contributions

•• Are there other things, such as debt, that you’d prefer to pay off first?

Making additional contributions to your super is one way to help you
maximise your income in retirement.

•• And finally, are you actually comfortable knowing that you will not be
able to call on the extra contributions until you reach the age at which
you can access them?

You can make personal contributions from your after-tax money or salary
sacrifice contributions where you can ask your employer to contribute some
of your pre-tax salary directly into your super. The benefit of salary sacrifice
contributions is that they’re taxed at 15% rather than your personal marginal
tax rate. Remember though that the Australian Government places caps on
the amount you can contribute to super on a pre-tax basis.

Take some action

Short bites

The Budget planner link on the RBF website can help you get
a clear picture of your current financial commitments so you can
see exactly what you have available to boost your super.

Balance your financial commitments
Decluttering isn’t just limited to your things. Your finances could probably use
a New Year overhaul as well. And whilst it’s all very well to talk about making
contributions, you also need to be comfortable balancing those with your
other financial commitments (and we all have them!):

Read more
Turn to the ‘Mortgage vs super' story for a more in depth look
at how you can balance and prioritise your mortgage and your
retirement savings.
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Get your Will in order
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Nominate your beneficiaries
Getting things in order also involves thinking about the future and deciding
how you would like your super to be used in the case of unexpected
circumstances, such as illness or death. As an RBF Tasmanian
Accumulation Scheme member, you can ensure that your benefit is paid
to the people you choose by preparing a Will and providing RBF with a
valid election to have all or part of your benefit paid to your estate. As your
personal circumstances change, it’s important to remember to keep both
your Will and your election up-to-date.

•• Once you’ve accounted for your daily expenses, what surplus money
do you have to put into super?
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Read more
For more information about the limits that apply to additional
contributions, read Building my super.
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Take some action
See the impact of salary sacrifice contributions on your take home pay
and compare the difference between making super contributions before
and after tax by using RBF’s salary sacrifice/personal contributions
calculator which is available on the RBF website.

FundNews

continued over
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Take some action
Take control of your future – for yourself and your loved ones and call
the RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631 to get the ball rolling.

You don’t have to do everything at once
Do things one at a time: if you take on too much at once, you’ll stop
before you even start.

FundNews

And you don’t have to do it alone

Super may be boring

If you need a hand, simply give us a call:

Short bites

CEO Message

•• Call the RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631 for general enquiries
or to make an appointment with an RBF Superannuation Consultant.
Read more
Before you make an election have a read of the ‘Who will receive
my RBF Death benefit?’ brochure

•• If you need some more in-depth assistance, consider talking to a
Financial Planner from RBF Financial Planning. They’re only a phone
call away on 1300 378 057.

FeatureStory
Declutter your life

You can also get more information by reading ‘Get your Will
into order’ in this edition of RBF Member News.

FinancialPlanning
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Get your Will in order
Now everything's
all clean, don't add
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to the pile
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Spare cash?

Mortgage vs super

FundNews
CEO Message
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With ’now’ in mind, the obvious answer is ’pay extra into your
mortgage’, but is it the only answer? And will you be better off?

When it comes to your finances, you’re likely to
be thinking about the present (and the immediate
future). But once you’ve bought groceries, paid
the mortgage, bills and school fees and put aside
a little for a rainy day, you still might have spare
cash left over. So what do you do with it?

Have you considered what would happen if you put that money
into your super instead?
Fortunately, MoneySmart has the answer. MoneySmart is a website
run by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission and
is designed to help you to make the most of your money.
On the MoneySmart website, you will find information on a
huge range of financial matters, but here we’re interested in the
Super vs mortgage calculator.
Just answer a few questions about your age, income, spare cash
and mortgage details and the calculator shows you where your
money will work hardest in the lead up to retirement.

FeatureStory
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continued over

Let’s take a look at an example.
Susan is a 40 year old single mum who lives with her son Ben (he’s ten)
in their own home. Whilst Susan works as a nurse at Launceston General
Hospital, Ben is completing Grade Five at the local primary school.
Susan earns $70,000 a year and is paying off her $290,000 mortgage.
After bills, groceries and other expenses, she has an extra $1,000 every
month. She puts the majority of this into her savings account but wonders
if she might do better to put $300 into her super or mortgage.

Want to get started?
As your first step, go to the MoneySmart website, try the calculator and
see what it shows. You might be surprised!
Then, talk to someone who can look at your situation and help you
work out your best options. As an RBF member, you can:
1. Talk to an RBF Superannuation Consultant in our offices in
Launceston, Hobart, Devonport and Burnie. To make your
appointment, call the RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631.
2. Go a step further and talk to a Financial Planner from RBF Financial
Planning. They can give you an in-depth understanding of your financial
situation and the approach that may work best for you. You can make
an appointment by calling 1300 378 057.
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In this instance, the calculator shows that Susan will actually
be better off putting her extra $300 into her super – a total
of $21,780 better off by the time she retires (assuming she
stops working at age 65). And if she chooses to salary
sacrifice, she’ll get even more bang for her buck, with an
extra $58.80 per month going into her super that would
otherwise have been paid as tax.
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Investment update
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Please note: Ensure that you read the assumptions on the following
page which have been used in this calculation.
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Please note, the Super Vs Mortgage calculator is a model not a predictor.
Results are estimates only and the actual amounts may be higher or
lower. Movements in investment markets cannot be predicted with
certainty. The calculator works with individual incomes, not joint incomes
and is not intended to be your sole source of information when making
a financial decision. You should consider whether you should get advice
from a licensed financial adviser and weigh up the benefits of extra super
against other priorities.

This article contains information or advice that is intended to be general in nature and which
was prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs.
Because of that, before acting on any information or advice in this article, please consider
whether it is appropriate to your personal circumstances, talk to a financial adviser and consider
the relevant Member Booklet and associated Fact sheets available at www.rbf.com.au
or by calling the RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631 before making any decisions.

FundNews
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Assumptions used in the calculation

FeatureStory

This calculator uses a number of assumptions in making the
calculation, including:

Declutter your life

you are already making after-tax contributions to maximize your
government co-contribution but the co-contribution is not included
in the calculation;

FinancialPlanning

once a contribution is put into your super, it stays there until you retire;

Mortgage vs super

wages are assumed to increase by 3.5% each year over the projection
period;

Get your Will in order

all results are expressed in today’s dollars by discounting at the
assumed rate of wage inflation; and
investment earnings in the super account are assumed to be 7%pa
after fees and tax over the projection period.

For more information about the calculator, visit the ASIC
MoneySmart website.

Now everything's
all clean, don't add
additional papers
to the pile
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Happy New Year
and welcome to 2016!
RBF is Platinum… for the third year in a row!
For the third year in a row, SuperRatings, the independent
research company that provides tools to help members of funds
to make informed decisions about their super, has given RBF a
Platinum rating, putting us in the top 25 super funds in Australia.
When assessing super funds that fall into this category, SuperRatings
looks at a range of criteria including value for money, member
services, the investments on offer, the fees and charges passed on
to members and the quality of the insurance cover provided. They also
consider how funds are governed, how they manage their risk and run
their day to day operations.
This is the third time the RBF Tasmanian Accumulation Scheme has
been awarded a Platinum rating, having previously received this award
in 2014 and 2015, as well as 2016. Our RBF Account Based Pension
has received this award for the second time in 2016, with our first
Platinum rating for this product coming in 2015.
We’re proud that we’ve been recognised
in this way and are continuing to provide
a great product to our members.
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Love the idea of a clutter-free
lifestyle, but don’t know where
to begin?

Start with the most obvious pla
ce in the house, the junk room!
The term ’junk’ is a clear indica
ser ves no purpose and needs
tor that whatever is lurking in the
to go. If that sounds too dauntin
re
g,
start small. Go for something sim
drawer or the top of the fridge.
ple like the bottom kitchen
You’ll build your own momentu
m from there.
Should it stay or should it go?

If you’re really unsure about whe
ther to keep something or not
, ask
yourself “would I buy this if I saw
it in a shop?” That will give you
your
answer. When it comes to clot
hes, get rid of any thing you hav
en’t
worn
in the last 12 months.
Sentimental pieces
Rather than keeping that old ghe
tto blaster you got for Christm
as in 1986
or your old Encyclopedia Britann
ica, why not take a photo of it,
put it in a
nice frame and display it som
ewhere prominent? It can be a
who
le new
decoration for your home.
Where can you sell your thin

gs?

Gumtree and eBay are great for
those of us who are computer-s
avv y.
Alternatively, consider having
a garage sale or even a stall at
a market.
Then, use what you earn to pay
off debts or even put some tow
ards
boosting your super!
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Disposal
Take it to the tip or take advant
age of your local council’s
hard waste collection ser vice
(you might even find some
of your trash and treasure is pick
ed up by happy
scavengers before the council
even comes around).
Some charities will come and
collect furniture you would
like to donate. Give these guy
s a try:
•• St Vincent de Paul Society:
ww
•• Salvos Stores: ww w.salvoss

Short bites

Mortgage vs super
Get your Will in order
Now everything's
all clean, don't add
additional papers
to the pile

w.vinnies.org.au

tores.salvos.org.au

•• Hobart City Mission: ww w.h
oba

rtcitymission.org.au
Once you’ve cleaned up a spa
ce, stand back and admire
your work – and resist the tem
ptation to star t filling your
life with more stuf f all over aga
in!
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Get your
Will in order
We all have it. That list of things we never get
around to doing: go through those boxes that
have been sitting there since you’ve moved
in, take those old clothes down to the Salvos,
reupholster Nan’s old chair, make a Will.

They’re easily put aside when you’re occupied with the huge range of things
demanding your attention right now.

Making a Will.
Who wants to think about their death? But making a Will is so important.
The consequences of not having a Will should be incentive enough to get
it done. Take your RBF super balance. Your RBF benefit can be paid directly
to your surviving spouse, registered carer or your Estate. Having a Will and
nominating your estate with RBF means that your death benefit can be
distributed as you would like.
If no nomination is made your RBF benefit will automatically be paid to your
surviving spouse or registered carer. Making a Will and nominating your
RBF benefit to be paid to your estate can allow your death benefit to be
payable to others including extended family members or charities.
Now’s the time to sort it out. Close this newsletter and make sure
your Will is in order and your nomination is up to date with RBF.

FundNews
CEO Message
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Short bites
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Then you can tick that one off your ‘to-do’ list.

FinancialPlanning
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Get your Will in order
Now everything's
all clean, don't add
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to the pile
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Claiming a death benefit
If someone close to you has passed away and you are in the unfortunate
situation of claiming a death benefit, there are a couple of things you
should be aware of:
•• To start a claim, call the RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631. They
will give you the appropriate forms and a list of documents you need
to provide.

FundNews
CEO Message
Super may be boring
Short bites

•• You may also choose to enlist the help of a lawyer, as the death benefit
claim process can be complex. However, we encourage you to call RBF
as soon as possible regardless of whether you get legal assistance: you
can start the process, even whilst you’re consulting with your lawyer.

FeatureStory

Take some action

FinancialPlanning

•• Make sure we have your nomination up to date. Download and
complete the ‘Making a Death benefit election’ form and return
it to us.

Mortgage vs super

•• Find out more about the nomination options available to you:
phone the RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631 or call into our
Launceston or Hobart offices.
•• You can also read more in the ‘Who will receive my death
benefit?’ brochure

Declutter your life

Get your Will in order
Now everything's
all clean, don't add
additional papers
to the pile
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Investment update
– Ian Lundy
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What is investment governance? Why is it important?
Investment governance covers many
different things, but at RBF a key part
is ensuring that RBF’s investments are
managed for the benefit of our members.
This might sound obvious, but it requires
constant attention to ensure it happens.
Much of RBF’s property and infrastructure investment is held through unit
trusts run by external investment managers. The underlying assets are
not listed on an exchange and are difficult to transact, making it difficult
to exit the investment. The key concerns for these kinds of investments
are the appropriate management of conflicts of interest and related party
transactions. Most of these trusts have a governance structure, such as
an Investor Review Committee (IRC) or a Board, which provides RBF with
an opportunity for oversight of the management of the fund.

FeatureStory
An example
There are many examples of conflict of interest. One common
conflict comes about because fund managers are often paid
fees based on a percentage of assets under management.
This means they are always keen to buy new assets and may
be reluctant to sell existing assets. This can be in conflict
with the investors who are primarily interested in generating
the strongest returns possible, so may happily pass on an
overpriced asset. While IRC’s typically have the right of veto
over new purchases, they can’t force a manager to sell an
overpriced asset. In practice, this is a complex balancing
act as market valuations vary over time. So if you want to
invest in certain asset classes, then you may have to accept
higher prices.

Declutter your life
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Investment update
– Ian Lundy
FundNews

What does RBF do?

How does this help RBF members?

Unlisted unit trusts typically have a small number of large investors so each
investor can influence how the trust is run. RBF has contributed to IRCs for
some time. After observing a number of investment decisions where we had
concerns, RBF has stepped up its efforts and now seeks to be an active
member of all relevant IRCs and boards.

There are clear benefits to ensuring that our externally managed
investments are run for the benefit of members. Conflicts of interest can
undermine performance and reduce the ability of RBF to maximise our
members’ super savings. Our dedicated focus on investment governance
and the management of conflicts are a critical part of RBF’s commitment
to achieving outcomes that are in the best interests of our members.

We also do other things to improve alignment between our external
investment managers and RBF’s members. By engaging directly with our
investment managers, we can ensure they understand who we are and what
is in our members’ best interests. We regularly meet with each investment
manager and question them regarding management of the portfolio. At these
meetings, we focus on alignment between the investment manager and RBF,
purchases and sales of assets, debt financing agreements, asset valuations
and the level of asset management fees.
The greatest concerns occur where an investment manager is part of a larger
business that also provides other services to the fund. This can result in
financial benefits for the investment manager and is known as a related party
transaction. In these cases, we closely scrutinise the information provided,
request further information and potentially work with the representatives
of other super funds to ensure full transparency and improve the deal for
all investors.
With listed assets, there are typically a large number of small investors. We hold
a much smaller percentage of each of the underlying investments, so we have
much less influence. For listed assets we look to increase our influence by
selecting managers who take company governance seriously, then allowing
our investment managers to vote on our behalf. We frequently question our fund
managers on how they ensure that underlying investments are being managed
and governed.
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RBF continues to
invest close to home!
The RBF Board has a continued commitment to investing
in Tasmanian properties and Tasmanian businesses where
appropriate. Our Investment team often reviews new
Tasmanian opportunities to determine if they would provide
good returns for RBF members.
Our current Tasmanian investments include:
•• the multi-level office building at 21 Kirksway Place Hobart;
•• the multi-level office building at 66-80 Collins Street Hobart
(known as the 'Telstra Centre');
•• the multi-level office building at 144 Macquarie Street Hobart;
•• the Stony Rise government office building in Devonport;
•• a 49.9% share in Hobart International Airport;
•• a large portfolio of commercial loans to Tasmanian businesses;
•• an indirect 1.1% holding in Launceston Airport; and
•• equity holdings in the Tassal Group Ltd.

FundNews
CEO Message
Super may be boring
Total investment in Tasmania is approximately $281M. The largest
investments are in direct property, commercial mortgages and the Hobart
Airport. Our property portfolio is positioned towards high quality, multi-tenant
buildings that fit with RBF's investment strategy of long leases with high
quality tenants. RBF's direct property portfolio has performed well over the
long term despite recent challenging commercial property market conditions
in Tasmania. RBF's commercial mortgage portfolio supports Tasmanian
commercial property owners and stands at $106.6M. At RBF, we feel that a
local presence is critical to the success of the mortgage portfolio – a long
standing rapport and confidence between Tasmanian investors and the RBF
mortgage team has been established. Loans are advanced for commercial
property investments, which has flow on impacts on employment and
spending within the Tasmanian economy.
We aim to ensure that we get the most out of our investments through further
capital expenditure where this enhances our investment returns.
In November 2012, RBF purchased 144 Macquarie Street, an eleven storey
building in Hobart’s CBD, with the intention of refurbishing the property. The
office block, constructed in 1976 and home to a number of State Government
departments, was in need of an upgrade of its air conditioning system and
other building systems. Keen to significantly reduce energy use and improve
the building’s energy rating, RBF engaged local architects Xsquared and
consulting engineers JMG.
Xsquared is an award winning Tasmanian architectural design firm,
specialising in sustainable, energy efficient design, using the latest
technology and low environmental impact materials to design spaces which
will work comfortably and efficiently for many years into the future. JMG
has worked closely with RBF on the upgrade of all of our buildings with a
focus on improving their performance both in terms of tenant comfort and
environmental performance.
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RBF continues to invest close to home!

FundNews
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The design teams of Xsquared and JMG have worked closely together to target
a NABERS (National Australian Built Environment Rating System) rating of
4.5 stars for energy efficiency.
The works undertaken included upgrades to building access, disability toilets,
tenancy lighting systems, fire safety systems, lifts, air conditioning system and
building management systems. The refurbishment reached practical completion
in December 2015.
Level 8 is now occupied by the Tasmanian Audit Office who chose to relocate
to improve space efficiency and reduce their operating costs. For the Tasmanian
Audit Office, environmental sustainability was important and one of the main
reasons they chose Level 8 at 144 Macquarie Street as it met their required
NABERS rating and provided individual environmental controls to each floor.
Along with the central Hobart location and fitting onto one floor, being able to
dictate their own refurbishment was also a huge positive. The Tasmanian Audit
Office moved into Level 8, 144 Macquarie Street on 21 June 2015. Since then,
they have settled into their newly refurbished floor and are happy to report that
any teething issues have been dealt with professionally and promptly by RBF.
When designing the floor, they were keen to ensure that natural light flowed
throughout the floor and that the fit out would remain contemporary over the
life of the lease. They utilised available space and have specifically designed
the floor plan to fit the work each area does. Overall, they are enjoying the
spectacular views over the river as well as all of the benefits that a completely
refurbished building has to offer.
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One of the most significant improvements to 144 Macquarie Street is on
Level 11. RBF Chief Investment Officer Ian Lundy explains that Level 11 was
originally used for the air conditioning system. With a new air conditioning
system being mounted on the roof, Level 11 has been cleared allowing for the
floor to be refitted for use as premium office space.
“Not only has the replacement of the air conditioning system added to the
overall energy efficiency of the building, it has also created a premium office
space on Level 11 which will be one of the best in Hobart.”
With its sweeping views over St David’s Park to the River Derwent and up
to Mount Wellington, Level 11, 144 Macquarie Street will be one of the most
sought after executive offices in town.
Hobart Airport is also undergoing a major redevelopment. There is significant
spending planned in the next two years upgrading the terminal following on
from the major investment in car parking in the past year. The runway extension
project is continuing and this will allow larger planes to fly from Hobart to the
Antarctic as well as direct passenger and freight flights to Asia.
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Super may be boring

Consolidating your super means choosing one fund
in which to invest your super and rolling the money
from your other super funds into that account.

Get your hands on your lost super
Been through multiple jobs? Forgotten where all of your super’s got to?
(Don’t worry, we’ve all been there.) It’s easy and simple to look for your
super using the Australian Tax Office website or by downloading the
ATO app from Google play, Windows phone or the Apple app store.
All you need to get started is:

It’s a great opportunity to get your retirement savings in order and assess
your retirement income. Better yet, your finances are all in the one place,
eliminating the chance of paying several sets of fees and charges from
multiple super accounts.

•• your name;
•• date of birth; and
•• tax file number.

If you are thinking about consolidating, talk to your current funds to find out:
•• whether they charge any exit fees – you may find that the exit fees they
charge when you roll over are too high to justify the move;
•• if your benefit will be adversely affected in making the rollover – there
may be some instances where rolling your money out of a particular
fund may mean missing out on a higher benefit at retirement; and
•• whether you will lose or gain particular benefits, such as insurance
or investment options by choosing a particular fund.
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Take some action
Conduct a quick super search by visiting www.ato.gov.au/
calculators-and-tools/check-your-super. If you need
any details about your super with RBF, simply call the
RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631 or log in to the
member secure website at www.rbf.com.au
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Read more
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More information about consolidating your super is available
on the RBF website.
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Contacting RBF

Mortgage vs super
Get your Will in order

Contact RBF if you would like additional
information or assistance.

RBF Enquiry
Line:

1800 622 631 or
+61 3 8687 1863
(international)

Visit:

www.rbf.com.au

Fax:

(03) 9245 5827 or
+61 3 9245 5827
(international)

Write:

 BF, Reply Paid 446,
R
Hobart TAS 7001

Office:

Ground Floor,
21 Kirksway Place,
Hobart
Ground Floor,
113-115 Cimitiere Street,
Launceston
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Issued by the Retirement Benefits Fund Board (ABN 97 724 593 931) as trustee of the Retirement Benefits Fund
(ABN 51 737 334 954). For further information in relation to whether to acquire or hold the Products referred to,
please read the relevant Member Booklet and Fact sheets available at www.rbf.com.au or by contacting RBF
on 1800 622 631. This document contains information or advice that is intended to be general in nature and which
was prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. Because of that,
before acting on any information or advice in this document, please consider whether it is appropriate to your
personal circumstances, talk to a financial adviser and consider the relevant Member Booklet and Fact sheets
before making a decision. If there are any mistakes or omissions in the information, we reserve the right to correct
those errors or omissions. The governing rules of RBF prevail over any misstatement in this newsletter.
RBF Financial Planning Pty Ltd (ABN 17 094 816 412,AFS Licence No 239171) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Retirement Benefits Fund Board and operates as a separate legal entity.
We hold your personal information securely and use it only for the purposes described in the RBF Privacy Policy
Statement, available on the RBF website at www.rbf.com.au. If you would like a copy or if you would like to access
or update the personal information we hold about you, please contact our Privacy Officer on 1800 622 631.
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